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The study, reported on here, ts a ccntinuation of a Study initiated

two years Ago under the title "Intrinsic Prope rties of Giant x4 Stars."

The aims of the project ore to:

(a) Obtain intrinsic color-inciices, P..V and V"I, for the giant M stars.

(b To detervine the variability characteristics of giant M store.

The nethod used to study the color indices called for all pbh-tonqtric

and spectroscopic Observations to be perfortfd, if -possible, On, the sam

right. This would permit the Spectral classifications and corresponding

colors- to be found without the errors introduced by the natural variablt

of the giant M -stars. The B and V observations, were to be rade on the

(U, Bs V) photometric aytw whLe the I magnitudes were to be obtained

in hesytem of Kron, Qascoigne, and VJhite ( Msr J 2, 205, 1957).

1stars in three distinct are a were to be chosen for th stdy.



The stuidy of the variability chmracteristics cilled for repeated

photometric observationxs of a group of H stars in order to determrine for

each subclasa what percentage is variable and whtit the statistics of Variability

are.

As reported at the end of the first pe~r of contract work, color

date for 120 N4 stars found in the surroundings of the c2.ustors 14 11P

mic 6109, and vruc -6885 vrC:-e 6o'tlined, mi pi-oliriniry color indices (L-.-V)

andK (V.J as furttions olf spectrel subcl-ass tieve derived. Also, 60 X stars

of various subclII.ses were observed photoretrically in 4~0 epoushs.

The one-year e.-ftonsim! of this research, fror. Februnry 1, 1962, to

Jenuary 31, 19634 called for thre cololi s~ludy to be ctrric(I out in the area

SA 158 with photomtric ord spectroscopic material to be secured at the

Bosschn Obser'vatory, tembang, Jiva, with the cooperation of Dr. Pik~Sin The.

In addition, the variability study was to be exterded to 1i-oibtypos earlier

-then those covered previously and to Imclude another galactic regicn. The

observational raterin! assc-mbled at the Grec'-Arn-en Obsczvctcr; uith, the

collaboration of Dr. Lukas Plaut was to be Used for this purpose,

2. Ac-co~mpishnento to date

A. Color atuies:

(a) The cibservitionial rateria. for SA 158 to be colleda h

Bosscha Observatory was not received in ClevelandA until the fell of 1962.

Bad weather delayed the effort, but the observations are now coirplete.

The plates are currently being mreasured with the astrophatometer and,

at the tire of writing this report, the analysis of the reasurerents is

also being conducted. During th sim ,teudrsigned iitiated

observations from Cleveland of another vegiorn near the golactic ceriter te

use as an alternate for SA 156 in case the Bosscha observations were not



.

coTnleted rt the desired time. These observations were coYp1eted and the

plates meaeured and the desired results obtained.

(b) A greet deal of time and effort were spent in eliminatin the

systeitic errors in the color deter minations, in finding the interstellar

redde ning effects, And in obtaining A uniform system of spectrel

classification in all the areas studied. By using spectrnl types obtained

with the infrared-re 'on criteria developed at this Observatory, the

following intrinsic colors are found. This list supercedes the preliuinary

list submitted in the last annul report,

Spectral B-V I'm V-I nvli
Subtype

mo 1.55 13 1.20 13

HI. 1.58' 20 3.4

M2 1.59 16 1.67 29

M3 .56 16 2.01 26

N41.50 20 2.35 29

M5 1.53 21 2.77 33

M6 1.62 17 3.30 30

M7 1.89 6 3.5 15

148 4.26 8

g 5.30 2

129 222

The analysis of the photometric witerial for SA 158, which is

being camrried out at present, wmy somewhat alter these results. The

above results apply strictly to Case spectral subtypes.



f B. Variability characteristics:

(a) The .group or 14 stars, wl.ose rgnitudes were deterrdned in 40 epochs

during the previous year's work, are found in a region cenrtered at

El 40, b1  +100 During the peri .od of the present contract, this

group of stars was increased by the addition of 10 stars of spectral types

Mt and M4. In addition, 26 N-type stfirs -in a region c ntered at =820,

b +100 Were observed photomtrically in forty epochs. Also, 10 non-

variable blue stars were reasured in a similtr t1anner in order to obtain

compirizon standards for deciding whot consttittutes varisability. The

reasurerents for this prrt of the project were carried out at Groriingen,

The Netherlands, where Drc. Lukas Plaut kindly rade available the required

plates. All the magnitude deterimsntions were rade -in the photographic

region of the spectrum, and the 40 epch5 extended over a 3mqtor period.

(b) There appear to be no significant differences in variability

characteristics in the two areas studied. Hence the rmterial for the two

areas was corbired for further anaslysis. After elimincting a few stars

wihose identification on the *platcs had proved difficult, a total of

85M stars was available.

(c) Using the dispersions about the rrean found Cor the constant stars,

the M stprs were subjected to a variance-ratio test at, a 95% level of~

significance. The results according to spet c-lass are



F.

Sp. Class No. of Stars % Variables % Non-Variabies

40 30 ho 6o

. 88 12

"M2 16 88 12

M3 73 27

14 9 100 0

M5 15 87 13

46 8 50 50

M7 5 8o 20

148 3 00 0

(d) Among the 85 stars studied, .tLy 9 showed definite light curves

typical of logm-period variables. ThOm'0St of the stars, which were

suspected of being variable, show irr6w Ie"r varinbility with a dispersion.

around a mean of about 0.2 img. ifter,00rrect ion for observational errors.

This dispersion was not found to be c0 e~ei ated with the spectral class.

3. Final Remarks

A request by the undersigned is 1ne made, concurrently with this

report, for the extension of the cont a c t period for this study, without

additional funds, until June 30, 1963 The extension will make it

possi ble to complete the color-index p-tervintions for SA 158 and to prepare

and to oubit the results of these st es for publication.

Vit or 14. BLonco, Chief investigator


